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In recent years, along with the rise of large-scale cultural center , cultural center and
its exterior space gradually become an essential place for people's daily leisure life .
However, many domestic cultural center exterior space has appeared blind pursuit of
form and ignoring the participation of citizen , resulting in a huge waste of space.
The dissertation studies on the exterior space of cultural center in Xiamen
City.First of all,it is the citizen behavior investigation from the city, space and the
public aspects, then it is the study of subjective evaluation, finally according to the
conclusion of citizen behavior and evaluation, sum up the problems existing in the
exterior space of cultural center and construct the strategy,it may offer some reference
significance of exterior space of cultural center design. This paper is divided into four
parts:
The first part is the introduction, which is the first chapter of the article. The
research background, research object and research significance, present situation of
the domestic and foreign related theory research, research methods and the framework
are described in this chapter.
The second part is the basic research, which is the second chapter of the article.
Mainly development of cultural center and its exterior space and the
function ,constitute elements and form of the cultural center exterior space were
summarized in combination with case , to provide the research basis for investigation
research.
The third part is the study of citizen behavior and evaluation, which is the third
chapter and the fourth chapter,it is the core of this thesis. Fist launching citizen
behavior research from the urban layout, spatial characteristics and behavior
investigation ,then using the semantic differential method and semi structure
interview evaluate the exterior space of Xiamen City Cultural Center based on the
construction of evaluation system . Finally, summing up some conclusions and the













The fourth part is the summary and discussion of the problem and the strategy,
which is the fifth chapter of the article. Through the analysis of the results of the
investigation study, the author summarizes the existing problems in the exterior space
of the cultural center, and puts forward the strategy of constructing the exterior space
of the cultural center with the relevant theories and cases.
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